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Abstract

Supporting the diverse Quality of Service (QoS) requirements of the everemerging Internet applications is one challenging task for optical networks'
operators. To come to grips with this challenge, we propose a QoS-Aware Optical
Connection Setup Management scheme that uses the Earliest Deadline First (EDF)
queuing discipline to schedule the setup of the optical connections. The benefits of
this EDF-based scheme are twofold: a) it reduces the blocking probability since
blocked connection requests due to resource unavailability are queued for possible
future setup opportunities and b) it realizes QoS differentiation by ranking the
blocked requests in the EDF queue according to their connection setup time
requirements, which are viewed as deadlines during connection provisioning. As
such, pending less delay-tolerant requests are guaranteed to experience better QoS
than the ones having longer setup time requirements. This work then takes one step
further by proposing various alternatives to the EDF-based management scheme.
More specifically, multiple scheduling strategies aiming at improving the fraction of
successfully established high priority connections are proposed, such as: Greedy
Scheduling (GS), Retrial Based Scheduling (RBS), Soft Scheduling (SS), Round Robin
Scheduling (RRS), and QoS Neutral Scheduling (QNS). Finally, extensive simulations
are performed to gauge the merits of the proposed strategies and to study their
performance in the context of two network topologies, namely, the National Science
Foundation Network (NSFNET) and the European Optical Network (EON).

Keywords: Optical networks, connection setup management, Earliest Deadline First (EDF)
scheduling, performance Evaluation.
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Chapter 1

Background Information

1.1. Introduction
The continuous emergence of new applications having different Quality of
Service (QoS) requirements coupled with the need to cater for these requirements
are driving the technological advance in Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM)
optical networks. These networks are foreseen in the future as multi-service
networks, in which various kinds of services will be supported. Given these
aspirations, the creation of solutions that make optical networks QoS-enabled
becomes mandatory, leading thus to proposals such as the ones discussed in this
work.
The major challenge in this regard lies in the urgent need to equip optical networks
with the capability of offering QoS differentiation. As such, numerous research

efforts ([1], [2],[3]) envisaged tackling the said challenge by having WDM optical
networks provide predictable quality of transport services.
These research efforts contemplated measuring the quality of transport of an optical
connection through the set of parameters that affect the flow of data once the
connection has been established.
However, the role that the connection setup time can play in effectively managing the
setup of optical connections has not been adequately studied in the open literature.
Inspired by this observation, this work presents a novel connection setup approach
that uses the connection setup time parameter as both an indicator of the priority of
a connection request and a measure of the delay tolerance associated with that
request. According to the authors in [4], [5], connection setup time is expected to
become an integral part of an optical connection's service profile and thus is
foreseen as a potential service differentiator in the Service Level Agreements (SLAs)
established between optical operators and their clients.
The connection setup time is the maximum amount of time that should elapse
between when an optical connection is requested and when the requested
connection is setup. Therefore, the connection setup time can be viewed as a
deadline prior to which a received connection request must be established. As a
result, the setup time provides an opportunity for network operators to realize QoS
differentiation during connection provisioning. This can be realized by scheduling
the setup of connection requests according to their connection setup time
requirements. This work proposes to achieve this objective through a setup
management scheme that utilizes the well known Earliest Deadline First (EDF) for
scheduling the establishment of the blocked delay tolerant connection requests in
an order consistent with their respective deadlines.
More specially, under the proposed EDF-based setup strategy, blocked connection
setup requests are inserted into a queue and then served according to the EDF
discipline, whereby the connection request with the smallest setup time (i.e.,
13

deadline) is served first. This has the advantage of introducing QoS differentiation
among the incoming connection requests during the course of connection
provisioning. This is especially true since the setup time is treated as a service
differentiator after the blocked connections joins the EDF queue.

1.1. Related work
The authors in [6], [7], [8] tackled the problem of dynamic bandwidth
allocation for Deadline-Driven Requests (DDRs). The algorithms that they proposed
aimed mainly at allowing for flexible transmission rates during the provisioning of
DDRs in WDM optical networks. Their approach differs from the one investigated in
this work in that they consider the deadline to be the maximum connection holding
time. Nonetheless, the authors in [6], [7], [8] can supplement their algorithms with
the management approach that we consider to increase the fraction of DDRs that are
successfully provisioned into the network.
In [9], [10], the use of the EDF-based connection setup approach for establishing
optical point-to-point connection was investigated. In [9], the case of singlewavelength fiber links was considered. Then, [10] took one step further by dealing
with the establishment of point-to-point optical connections in the context of multiwavelengths fiber links. However, both of the aforementioned studies lacked
generality as they did not study the performance of the EDF-based setup approach
in the context of a wavelength routed optical network. While the authors in [11],
[12], [13] took into account the effect that a wavelength routed optical network may
have on the performance of an EDF-based setup strategy, their studies suffered from
the following limitations. The EDF-based setup scheme that they considered was
driven only by connection departures. Moreover, their strategy serves solely the
14

head of the line pending request when a departure event occurs. In view of this, the
authors in [11], [12], [13] missed an opportunity for boosting the performance of
their EDF-based setup policy for they: (i) didn't consider an EDF-based management
scheme driven by both arrivals and departures and (ii) restricted connection setup
following connection departures to the head of the line pending request. Therefore,
this work aims at alleviating these deficiencies by proposing an improved version of
the previously studied EDF-based setup strategy.

1.3 Motivation
This work is motivated by the need to consider the optical connection setup
time as a timely increasing priority indicator (a kind of competition-oriented
parameter which may be linked to pricing) during the setup process. As such, the
connection setup time can be viewed as a deadline. Building on this observation, a
connection setup request arriving at an optical source node A at instant t with a
setup time requirement equal to S will be assigned a deadline of t+S. If such a setup
request cannot be met due to lack of optical resources, we propose to store the
blocked connection request at A in an Earliest Deadline First (EDF) queue. In other
words, instead of dropping those connection requests that cannot be satisfied by the
optical network, we envisage having those requests queued at the entry point of the
network in an order consistent with their respective priorities (deadlines). The
pending connection requests can then be setup according to well-tailored
scheduling schemes that aim at improving the overall blocking probability of the
requests waiting in the queue while matching their various QoS requirements.

1.4 Contributions
Our proposal can therefore be viewed as an adaptation of the well-known
EDF scheduling discipline to the special case of optical connection setup
15

management. This proposal consists mainly of inserting the blocked connection
setup requests into a queue and then serving them according to an EDF discipline.
In a bid to handle the deficiencies that the traditional EDF-based setup strategies
suffer from, this work introduces an improved event-driven EDF-based setup
scheme (IEDF) that revolves around the occurrence of departure and arrival events.
The proposed event-driven EDF-based scheme as compared to the traditional EDFbased scheme ensures the setup of a wider spectrum of pending requests on the
occurrence of either an arrival or a departure event. This is accomplished by having
the proposed scheme target not only the head of the line pending request but also
most of the pending requests that have the potential of being provisioned into the
network. This work then goes the extra mile by proposing various enhancements to
EDF-based scheduling through the investigation of several viable alternative
scheduling schemes.

1.5. Thesis Outline
The rest of this manuscript is organized as follows:
Chapter 2 discusses the improved EDF-based connection setup scheme and
describes the simulation framework used to highlight the merits of this setup
strategy. Chapter 3 then introduces and analyzes the performance of various
alternative scheduling schemes that can be used in lieu of EDF-based scheduling.
The alternative solutions that were investigated include: (1) Greedy Scheduling
(GS), (2) Retrial Based Scheduling (RBS), (3) Soft Scheduling (SS), (4) QoS-Neutral
Scheduling (QNS), and (5) Round Robin Scheduling (RRS). Finally, chapter 4
concludes this report.
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Chapter 2

Improved EDF-based
scheduling of the setup of
optical connections

As already pointed out earlier, the connection setup time represents a great
opportunity for optical operators to reduce connection blocking probability. This is
especially true since the connection setup time provides optical operators with a
predefined period of time during which the blocked lightpath request tolerates
being queued. Inspired by this observation the present chapter provides insight into
17

a novel connection setup management approach that takes advantage of the
connection setup time when dealing with blocked connection requests. Since an
example is worth a thousand words, a walk-through example of the proposed setup
scheme will be shown next.

2.1. Description of the proposed scheme

For illustration purposes, the sample network topology given in Figure1 is
used to explain the main idea behind the IEDF based setup scheme. The figure
shows four optical cross-connects (OXCs) (named A, B, C, and D) that are connected

Figure 1: A sample 4-node optical network.

together by means of 3 fiber links. Each OXC serves an incoming connection request
by attempting to establish an end-to-end lightpath connecting the source node of
the connection request to its destination. When such an attempt fails, the connection
request is said to be blocked. Historically, blocked connection requests used to be
18

dropped, but this work proposes to insert such connections into an EDF queue and
to arrange them in an ascending order of their setup time requirements. This
solution is motivated by the studies made in [4], [5], which stipulates that the setup
time determines the class of service of a connection request and that a smaller setup
time translated into a higher class of service for the associated connection request.
It is important to note that in the context of the proposed EDF-based setup strategy,
the priority of a connection request waiting in the EDF queue increases as that
pending request approaches the deadline prior to which it must be established. If a
pending request reaches its deadline before it gets provisioned, then this request is
called a dead request. The way an EDF queue treats a dead request depends on
whether a work-conserving or a non work-conserving EDF policy is implemented. In
particular, the non work-conserving variant drops a dead request, whereas the
work conserving one lets dead requests stay in the queue until they get served. In
this work, the more realistic non-work conserving EDF variant is studied.
Let us illustrate the main operation of the EDF-based setup scheme by considering
the following scenario. Suppose that the capacity of each fiber link in Figure 1 is
limited to 2 wavelengths and that 2 connections tBC and tDC are already established
from B to C and from D to C respectively. For the sake of simplicity, each connection
setup request is assumed to be requiring a full wavelength of bandwidth.
Furthermore, let us assume that the EDF queue associated with A contains 2
previously blocked requests tAB1 and tAB2 destined for B, with tAB1 being the head of
the line pending request. tAB1 and tAB2 have deadlines of 1 and 2 units of time
associated with them, respectively.
Eventually, under such circumstances, a setup request tAC addressed to C that
arrives at A with a deadline of 3 would be blocked and consequently the eventdriven EDF-based setup strategy would come into play. The event-driven aspect of
the EDF-based setup scheme is highlighted by the fact that it is activated on the
occurrence of an arrival event. Note that the proposed scheme is driven by both
19

arrivals and departures. Once the setup management scheme is activated, an
attempt is made to serve the pending request occupying the front of the EDF queue.
In the context of the scenario under study, tAB1 will hence be provisioned into the
network. Then, the setup scheme turns to the next pending request attempting to
serve it. This process continues until the setup strategy reaches a pending request
that cannot be routed into the network. In this case, since the establishment of tAB2
turns out to be impossible, the setup scheme stops and inserts the blocked request
tAC into the EDF queue at the appropriate position relative to tAB2. Given that tAB2's
deadline is less than that of tAC, tAC ends up being queued behind tAB2. As time
evolves, the degree of urgency of tAB2 and tAC increases. Ultimately, if one of the
pending requests reaches its deadline, that request is dropped out of the queue, in
which case a deadline mismatch is said to have taken place. Subsequent connection
requests whose deadlines are less than the deadline associated with tAC are placed in
front of tAC in the EDF queue and as such are served prior to tAC. Note that if the
number of such connection requests is large enough, tAC may end up being pushed
out of the EDF queue.
Let us now consider what happens when a departure event occurs. Say the
previously provisioned tAB1 connection departs from the network before tAB2's
deadline is violated. On the occurrence of the departure event, the EDF-based setup
scheme is activated requiring node A to examine its associated EDF queue one
request at a time and to establish each pending request in turn into the network.
This process terminates when A encounters a pending request that cannot be
provisioned. In the case of the considered scenario, A would succeed in provisioning
tAB2, but would fail in serving tAC. As such, tAC becomes the sole pending request in
the EDF queue and would thus be obliged to wait until the next arrival/departure
event occurs before retrying to gain access into the network.
In summary, the improved EDF-based setup strategy discussed in this work is
activated upon the occurrence of two types of events, namely the departure and the
20

arrival of connections. When a connection emanating from a source node A departs
from or arrives at the network, the setup strategy proceeds as follows. It scans
through the EDF queue associated with A with a view to provisioning as many
pending requests as possible. This process continues until either all pending
requests are provisioned or the setup strategy comes across a pending request
whose setup is impossible, in which case the setup strategy stops its probing for
possible connection setups. This suggests that the event-driven EDF-based setup
strategy enjoys a wide setup probing scope.

2.2. Simulation Study
2.2.1. Description
An in-house Java-based discrete event simulator was developed to analyze the
performance of the proposed event-driven IEDF-based setup approach in the
context of two real life optical networks, namely the National Science Foundation
Network (NSFNET) and the European Optical Network. The former network
topology is shown in the bottom part of the composite Figure 2, while the latter is
depicted in the topmost part of Figure 2.
NSFNET is made up of 24 nodes and 43 bidirectional fiber links while EON contains
19 nodes together with 39 bidirectional links. The data relating to their physical
topologies was taken from [14], [15].
The following assumptions are made in the context of the simulation study:
i.

In both optical networks, it is assumed that each node has a full wavelength
conversion capability;

ii.

Incoming connection requests are uniformly arranged into 3 service classes
referred to as gold, silver, and bronze;
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iii.

Each incoming request requires a full wavelength of bandwidth;

iv.

The overall arrival process is Poisson and the connection holding time is
exponentially distributed with a mean normalized to unity;

v.

Following the guideline presented in [4], [5], the parameters associated with
the three service classes are as follows:

a.

Gold connection requests arrive with an initial deadline of 6 units of time;

b.

Silver requests have deadline of 10 associated with them;

c.

The initial deadline of the bronze requests is set to 14;

vi.

One EDF queue is deployed per optical node with a capacity to hold up to 20
pending connection requests;

vii.

Dijkstra's algorithm is used to find the shortest path for the arriving
connections, while wavelengths are assigned to the provisioned connections
according to a first-fit strategy;

viii. The capacity of each fiber link is set to 8 wavelengths.

22

Figure 2: Network topologies used in simulation

It is important to stress the fact that 106 connection requests are simulated per run
of the simulator and that each obtained value of the results is the result of multiple
simulation runs to make sure that a very narrow confidence interval of 95% is
achieved. The 106 simulated connection requests are uniformly distributed among
the nodes of the considered optical networks.
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2.2.2. Performance metrics and benchmarks
The performance metrics that will be used to evaluate the benefit of the eventdriven setup strategy are: (i) the overall rejection probability and (ii) the rejection
probabilities for gold, silver, and bronze connection requests. It is worth noting that
the rejection probability is nothing else but the fraction of connection requests
whose access to the network is blocked. Blocking could occur either due to buffer
overflow or due to deadline mismatch, which as mentioned earlier happens when a
request's deadline is violated prior to its provisioning. The two connection setup
management approaches that will serve as benchmarks are the following:

1)

A queue-free setup strategy, where no queues are used to store the
connection requests that are denied access to the network. This strategy will
be referred to henceforth as the No Queue setup strategy.

2)

A FIFO-based setup scheme, where a FIFO queue is used to store blocked
connections and where pending requests are served according to the FIFO
(First In First Out) principle.

3)

The traditional EDF-based setup mechanism studied in [11], [12], [13].

2.3. Numerical Results
Fig. 3 compares the overall blocking probability obtained in the context of an
NSFNET topology using the improved EDF based setup scheme with those resulting
from the deployment of the benchmark schemes as a function of the load offered to
the network. It is clear from the reported results that the proposed IEDF-based
24

setup strategy presents the lowest blocking probabilities, and hence the best
performance. In contrast, a No Queue scheme yields the worse performance in
terms of the overall blocking probability since blocked connection requests are
simply dropped. Building on this observation, this scheme will not be considered in
the subsequent set of results. It is worth mentioning that by limiting their setup
probing scope to only the head of the line pending request, the FIFO-based and the
traditional EDF-based schemes achieved the same overall blocking probabilities and
hence their blocking probability curves overlapped with each other.

Figure 3: Overall rejection probability for different setup strategies (NSFNET).

The rejection probabilities for gold connection setup requests resulting from the
deployment of the FIFO-based, EDF-based, and IEDF-based setup schemes are given
in Fig. 4 for different types of network topologies, namely the NSFNET and the EON
topologies. Based on the reported results, smaller gold rejection probabilities are
observed for the EDF-based and the IEDF based schemes as compared to the FIFObased setup strategy

25

Figure 4: NSFNET: Gold rejection probability for FIFO, EDF, and IEDF based setup schemes
(uppermost); EON: Gold rejection probability for FIFO, EDF, and IEDF based setup schemes (bottom).
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This finding can be justified by the fact that the EDF-based and the IEDF-based
schemes privilege the connections with the smallest deadline requirements (i.e. gold
connections) with respect to network access. From the same set of results can also
be drawn the following observation. By targeting a larger number of pending setup
requests on the occurrence of departure/arrival events, the proposed IEDF-based
scheme allows for the provisioning of more pending gold connection setup requests
relative to the EDF-based setup scheme. This is also justified by the fact that gold
connection setup requests are most likely to be found towards the front of the EDF
queue because of their small deadline requirements and thus have a higher chance
of being provisioned on time under the proposed IEDF based setup scheme.
Fig. 5 shows the rejection probability associated with silver connections for
different values of the network offered load and for the different considered
network topologies. The results demonstrate that IEDF-based scheme is also hard to
beat when it comes to the provisioning of silver connection setup requests in
comparison to the traditional EDF-based scheme. This is again due to the fact that
silver connection setup requests occupy the middle of the EDF queue and thus can
benefit from the wider setup probing scope characterizing the proposed IEDF based
setup strategy. This feature causes more silver setup requests to be provisioned on
time and accordingly reduces the silver rejection probability.

27
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Figure 5: NSFNET: Silver rejection probability for EDF and IEDF based setup schemes (uppermost);
EON: Silver rejection probability for EDF and IEDF based setup schemes (bottom).

Finally, Fig. 6 compares the performance of the IEDF-based strategy to that of the
EDF-based strategy in terms of the rejection probability corresponding to bronze
requests as a function of the network offered load in the context of the NSFNET and
EON topologies. The fact that the IEDF-based strategy privileges gold and silver
connection setup requests in terms of network access comes at the expense of
bronze requests. This explains the slightly degraded performance that the bronze
requests experience under the IEDF-based strategy compared to the EDF-based
strategy.

29

Figure 6: NSFNET: Bronze rejection probability for EDF and IEDF based setup schemes (uppermost);
EON: Bronze rejection probability for EDF and IEDF based setup schemes (bottom).
30

Chapter 3

QoS-aware management of
the provisioning of optical
connections

The previous chapter proposed IEDF, an event-driven EDF-based connection
setup scheme that has the luxury of triggering the setup of pending blocked
connection requests upon the occurrence of either a connection departure or the
arrival of a new connection. An additional characterizing feature of IEDF is its ability
to provision multiple pending connection setup requests per single event
occurrence as opposed to existing EDF-based policies that consider provisioning
only the head-of-line pending request.
Nonetheless, one can argue that IEDF is not an optimal connection setup
strategy as it may still suffer from head-of-line (HOL) blocking. This is especially
true since IEDF limits its search in the EDF queue to only a subset of the blocked
connection setup requests. Consequently, IEDF does not offer a full-fledged solution
31

to HOL blocking. In view of this, this chapter introduces various alternative
solutions that aim at eliminating the effect of HOL blocking. This is accomplished by
widening the scope of probing for possible connection setup in such a way so as to
ultimately cover all the blocked connection setup requests. Different strategies for
scheduling blocked setup requests are proposed in this regard and the proposed
strategies are categorized according to the degree of their impact on low priority
connection setup requests into:
 Greedy Scheduling (GS),
 Retrial Based Scheduling (RBS),
 Soft Scheduling (SS),
 Round Robin Scheduling (RRS), and
 QoS Neutral Scheduling (QNS)
This taxonomy is based on the impact that the setup strategy has on the blocking
probability of low priority connection requests; the higher the blocking probability
is, the higher the greediness level of the strategy would be. In what follows, the
chapter delves into a detailed analysis of each of the proposed connection setup
scheduling schemes.

3.1. Greedy Scheduling (GS)
3.1.1.

Description:

In the context of this strategy, the class of service of pending blocked connection
setup requests dictate the order in which these requests are served. More
specifically, the Greedy Scheduling scheme proceeds to serving pending requests as
follows. Upon completion of the provisioning of all pending Gold setup requests, the
next request to serve would be a Silver one; again after all queued Silver
connections are routed into the network, the greedy strategy turns its attention to
Bronze requests. Thus, the blocked Gold connection setup requests are served until
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they are exhausted. Then, all setup requests having a lower a priority (i.e., Silver
ones) are serviced followed by the ones with lowest priority level. In this manner,
the scheduler maximizes the number of high priority connections accommodated by
the network. However, this benefit comes at the expense of a relative increase in
terms of the blocking probability experienced by lower priority connections as will
be shown later on. A pseudo-code description of the operation of the proposed
greedy strategy is given next.

3.1.2. Pseudo code-description:
1. Scan through the queue with a view to serving all Gold setup requests. The
algorithm terminates if at least one pending Gold request is denied access to
the network.
2. If all Gold customers have been served, then repeat the same process for
lower priority requests by trying to serve all of the Silver setup requests. The
algorithm stops its execution if at least one of the Silver requests is blocked.
3. If all Silver clients have been served, try to serve as many bronze requests as
possible.
The different steps discussed above are depicted in Flow chart 1.
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Flow chart 1: Greedy Scheduling
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3.1.3.

Example

Figure 7: Sample scenario: greedy scheduling

Let us illustrate further the main operation of GS scheme by revisiting the sample
scenario considered in the previous chapter. So again, the capacity of each fiber link in
Figure 7 is limited to 2 wavelengths and 2 connections tBC and tDC are already established
from B to C and from D to C respectively. For the sake of simplicity, each connection
setup request is assumed to be requiring a full wavelength of bandwidth. Furthermore,
let us assume that the EDF queue associated with A contains 6 pending blocked setup
requests tAB1,tAB2, tAB3, tAc4, tAD5 and tAD6 ,with tAB1 being the head of the line pending
request. Eventually, under such circumstances, a Silver setup request tAC addressed to C
35

that arrives at A would be blocked and inserted into the queue. Consequently the GS
strategy would come into play. Once the setup management scheme is activated, an
attempt is made to serve the first Gold pending request located in the EDF queue. In the
context of the scenario under study, tAB1 having a silver priority will be omitted and tAB2,
with a Gold priority, will hence be provisioned into the network. Then, the setup scheme
turns to the next Gold pending request in this case, tAc4 and discovers that no resources
are available for this connection. The algorithm continues serving pending gold clients
and thus tAD6 will be routed into the network. The algorithm then terminates and doesn’t
try to serve any lower priority connection requests since the establishment of one the
gold client tAB2 was impossible.

3.1.4. Analysis:
Greedy scheduling envisages achieving blocking probability differentiation by
reducing the blocking probability experienced by high priority connection setup
requests. However, privileging high priority connections without regard to low priority
connections does not constitute an optimal solution as this may severely degrade the
QoS perceived by low priority connection setup requests. As such, the design of setup
strategy that smoothes the impact of high priority connection setup requests on low
priority ones becomes mandatory. Building on this, the rest of the chapter is devoted to
the discussion of alternative solutions whose aim is twofold: 1) serve a large number of
high priority connection requests; and 2) prevent low priority connection requests from
being devastated by high priority ones. The proposed solutions strive to protect the low
priority connection requests against the greediness of the high priority ones through
well-defined strategies whose guidelines are given in the following sections.
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3.2. Soft Scheduling (SS)
3.2.1

Description

The first strategy is referred to as Soft Scheduling Strategy. Unlike Greedy
Scheduling, Soft Scheduling attempts to serve lower priority clients even if the setup
of one of the high priority requests turns out to be impossible. In other words, in the
context of soft scheduling, the process of probing for possible connection setup
continues until all the pending connection requests have been visited. Eventually,
the pending requests are processed according to their priority level; that is, the
connection request having the highest priority are visited first, followed by those
having a lower priority, and then the ones with the lowest priority are served.
Finally, it is important to note that Soft Scheduling differs from Greedy Scheduling in
that an attempt is made to serve low priority connection requests regardless of
whether or not all higher priority requests have been setup successfully. In this
way, more low priority connections are admitted to the network. This has the
advantage of mitigating the greediness of greedy scheduling without penalizing high
priority connection requests. A pseudo-code description of this strategy comes next
followed by a walk-through example of the operation of the Soft Scheduling in the
context of a real-life network scenario. Dramatically

3.2.2.

Pseudo code:

1. Scan through the queue with a view to serving as many Gold requests as
possible.
2. After all Gold requests have been examined; proceed to serving as many as
Silver requests as possible.
3. The probing then continues with the Bronze requests until all such requests
are visited.
Flow chart 2 illustrates the main operation of the Soft Scheduling.
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Flowchart 2: Soft Scheduling

3.2.3.

Example
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Figure 8: Sample scenario: soft scheduling (G: Gold, S: Silver, B: Bronze)

The main idea behind soft scheduling is explained in the context of the sample scenario
given in Figure 8. Let us assume that the EDF queue associated with A contains 5
pending blocked setup requests tAB1,tAB2, tAB3, tAc4, and tAD5 with tAB1 being the head of the
line pending request. Under such circumstances, a Silver setup request tAC6 addressed to
C that arrives at A would be blocked and inserted into the queue (Assume the setup
request tAC5 is inserted at the end of the queue). Consequently the SS strategy would
come into play. Once the setup management scheme is activated, an attempt is made to
serve the first Gold pending request located in the EDF queue. In the context of the
scenario under study, tAB1 having a silver priority will be omitted and tAB2, with a Gold
priority, will hence be provisioned into the network. Then, the setup scheme turns to
the next Gold pending request in this case, tAc4 and discovers that no resources are
available for this connection. After all gold connection requests have been checked, the
algorithm switches turns to silver requests, and attempts to serve the first silver
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connection request in the queue: tAB1. Since tAB1 can’t be routed into the network, the
setup scheme searches for the next silver connection, tAD5 in this case. Once tAD5 is
located, the algorithm attempts to serve it. The algorithm then tries to serve tAC6 with no
success. Finally the requests belonging to the bronze are processed. An attempt is thus
made to serve the sole bronze request tAB3. In the specific context of this example, the
algorithm discovers that tAB3 cannot be established due to resource shortage. Given that
at this point all connections present in the queue have been processed, the algorithm
terminates its execution.

3.3.

QoS Neutral Scheduling (QNS)

3.3.1.

Description:
This section introduces a second strategy that serves the purpose of

protecting low priority setup requests against the greediness of high priority
requests. The proposed setup strategy is referred to as the QoS neutral scheduling
(QNS) scheme. As its name suggests, QoS neutral scheduling is quality of service
agnostic in the sense that pending setup requests in the context of this scheme are
served in an order that is independent of the class of service of the pending
requests. More precisely, upon the occurrence of an event (i.e., an arrival or a
departure event) that triggers the activation of the QNS-based setup strategy,
blocked setup requests are examined one request at a time in a linear way. This
implies that the QNS scheme begins at the front of the queue holding pending
requests and scans through the pool of blocked requests in a linear manner trying to
serve the maximum number of queued requests. It is worth mentioning that the QNS
strategy differs from the Soft Scheduling strategy as follows. It does not require that
high priority requests be processed prior to low priority connections. As a result,
more lower priority clients are routed into the network.
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3.3.2.

Pseudo code:

1. Scan through the queue with a view to serving as many requests as possible
without regard to their priorities.
2. If a request can’t be served, proceed to the one queueing behind it.
3. The process continues until all pending requests are processed.

The flow chart corresponding to the above-presented step-by-step process is given
next.
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NO

YES

Flow chart 3: QoS Neutral Scheduling
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3.3.3.

Example

Figure 9: Sample scenario: quality of service neutral strategy

Consider the sample scenario depicted in Figure 9. The main operation of the QNS
strategy will be illustrated in the context of the said scenario. Let us assume that the
EDF queue associated with A contains 5 pending blocked setup requests tAB1,tAB2, tAD3,
tAc4, and tAD5 with tAB1 being the head of the line pending request. Eventually, under such
circumstances, a Silver setup request tAC6 addressed to C that arrives at A would be
blocked and inserted into the queue (Assume the setup request tAC5 is inserted at the
end of the queue). Consequently the QNS strategy would come into play. Once the
setup management scheme is activated, an attempt is made to serve the pending
request located at the front of the queue. In the context of the scenario under study,
tAB1 will hence be provisioned into the network. Then, the setup scheme turns to the
next pending request in the queue, in this case, tAB2 and discovers that no resources are
available for this connection. This process is repeated for the rest of the setup requests.
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As such, tAD3 will be routed into the network the two remaining connections would stay
in the queue.

3.4. Retrial Based Scheduling (RBS)
3.4.1. Description:
The third strategy that this chapter puts forward aims at making the previouslydiscussed GS scheme less greedy. This is accomplished by imposing an upper limit
on the number of times a pending setup request is allowed to re-attempt to enter
the network. Once the maximum number of retrials is reached the pending request
is simply dropped from the EDF queue. This justifies the name that was chosen for
this strategy, retrial-based scheduling. In the context of retrial-based scheduling,
each pending setup request is assigned a retrial quota whose value is determined
based on the class of service of the request. It is assumed in this regard that a higher
priority level translates into a bigger quota and vice versa. So, a pending request t
that gets to the front of the queue and thus becomes eligible to being provisioned
into the network is treated as follows. For each unsuccessful setup attempt, the
maximum number of allowable retrials associated with the blocked setup request t
is decremented by 1. When the quota is reached, t is removed from the queue to
avoid penalizing the remaining pending setup requests. This has the advantage of
preventing the occurrence of head of line blocking.

3.4.2. Pseudo code:
1. Try to serve the pending request occupying the front of the queue.
2. If the front request cannot be served decrement its associated retrial number
by one.
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3. If the retrial number is 0, drop the front request out of the queue and repeat
steps 1 through 3 for next pending request.
The flow chart depicting the operation of the retrial based scheduling strategy is
provided next.

YES

NO

NO

YES

Flow chart 4: Retrial Based Scheduling
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3.4.3.

Example

Figure 10: Sample scenario: retrial-based scheduling

Let us demonstrate the operation of the RBS scheme by revisiting the previously
considered example. The capacity of each fiber link in Figure 10 is limited to 2
wavelengths and 2 connections tBC and tDC are already established from B to C and from
D to C respectively. For the sake of simplicity, each connection setup request is assumed
to be requiring a full wavelength of bandwidth. Furthermore, let us assume that the EDF
queue associated with A contains 4 pending blocked setup requests tAC1,tAB2, tAD3, and
tAc4, with tAB1 being the head of the line pending request. Eventually, under such
circumstances, a setup request tAC5 addressed to C that arrives at A would be blocked
and inserted into the queue (Assume the setup request tAC5 is inserted at the end of the
queue). Consequently the RBS strategy would come into play. Once the setup
management scheme is activated, an attempt is made to serve the front pending
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request located in the EDF queue. In the context of the scenario under study, an
attempt is made to provision tAC1 into the network. However no resources are available
for this connection. Thus its retrial number is decreased from 2 to 1. On the occurrence
of the next arrival event, the setup request tAC6 will be blocked and inserted into the
queue (Assume the setup request tAC6 is inserted at the end of the queue). The algorithm
will try to serve once more the connection request tAC1 and fails again. It will check its
retrial number and decrease it before it realizes that the retrial number reached 0.
Therefore the connection request at the front of the queue will be dropped and RBS
turns its attention to the remaining connections treating them similarly to tAC1

3.5

Round Robin Scheduling (RRS)

3.5.1 Description:
The fourth strategy that this chapter discusses for the purpose of reducing the
greediness level of the GS scheme is the Round Robin Scheme (RRS). RRS serves the
queued clients starting with the highest priority according to the round robin
principle. This implies that ‘x’ gold clients will be served followed by ‘y’ silver clients
and finally by ‘z’ bronze clients. (x, y and z being integers assigned by the operator).

3.5.2. Pseudo code:
1. Scan through the queue with a view to serving ‘x’ Gold requests if possible.
2. After serving ‘x’ Gold requests or having examined all Gold requests, proceed
to serving ‘y’ Silver requests if possible.
3. The probing then continues with the Bronze requests until ‘z’ such requests
are served or all pending bronze requests have been processed.
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4. If all requests in the queue have been visited stop. Else Go back to step 1.

YES

NO
Flow chart 2: Round Robin Scheduling
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3.5.3. Example

Figure 8: Sample scenario: round robin scheduling

Let us illustrate further the main operation of RRS scheme by revisiting the sample
scenario considered in the previous example. Again, the capacity of each fiber link in
Figure 11 is limited to 2 wavelengths. Furthermore, let us assume that the EDF queue
associated with A contains 6 pending blocked setup requests tAD1,tAB2, tAD3, tAc4, tAB5 and
tAC6 ,with tAD1 being the head of the line pending request. Eventually, under such
circumstances, the departure event of the connection tAD established between A and D
will trigger the RRS scheme. Once the setup management scheme is activated, an
attempt is made to serve the first Gold pending request located in the EDF queue. In the
context of the scenario under study, tAB1 having a silver priority will be omitted and tAB2,
with a Gold priority, will hence be provisioned into the network. Then, the setup scheme
turns to the next Gold pending request in this case, tAc4 and serve it. The last gold
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request tAC6 cannot be routed into the network and the algorithm switch its search to
silver connection requests and tries to serve two of them. Eventually tAD1 is routed into
the network, but tAB5 discovers that no resources are available for this connection and
stays in the queue. The buffer doesn’t contain anymore unchecked silver clients. The
algorithm switches its search to bronze connection requests. As a result tAD3 is served.
The algorithm then terminates since all queued connection requests have been
checked.

3.6

Numerical Results:

In what follows IEDF will be referred to as EBS (EDF Based Scheduling).
This section compares the blocking probability (PB) achieved by the EBS
setup strategy with those obtained from the previously described schemes. The
NSFNET and the EON are used as network topologies and the blocking probability is
studied as a function of the load offered to these networks.
The rejection probabilities for gold connection setup requests resulting from the
deployment of the GS, RBS, EBS, SS and QNS based setup schemes are given in
Figure 12 for different types of network topologies, namely the NSFNET and the
EON topologies. Based on the reported results, the lowest gold rejection probability
is observed for the Greedy Scheduling scheme. It is clear also in this respect that
EBS, QNS, and SS exhibit quasi-similar performances and that the RBS scheme yields
the highest blocking probability. The obtained results are expected. As a matter of
fact, since GS favors gold requests over any other types of requests, it is normal that
GS exhibits the smallest gold blocking probabilities.
On the other hand RBS presents the worst performance for the following reason.
RBS has a narrower probing scope relative to the schemes proposed in this chapter
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when it comes to the setup of pending requests and hence incurs a higher gold
blocking probability. When compared to EBS, RBS is worse due to the fact that it
places a tight constraint on the number of retrials that a head of line gold request
can undergo before it gains access to the network.
The gold blocking probabilities resulting from the deployment SS, QNS and EBS
show that SS and QNS presents a better performance as compared to EBS. This can
be justified by the wider probing scope that the SS and QNS schemes have relative to
the EBS scheme.
In conclusion, all the strategies discussed in this chapter outperform the EBS
scheme in terms of achieved gold blocking probability except for RBS scheme when
considering the gold blocking probability.
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Figure 9: NSFNET: Gold rejection probability for GS, RBS, EBS, SS and QNS based setup
schemes (uppermost); EON: Gold rejection probability for GS, RBS, EBS, SS and QNS based
setup schemes (bottom).
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Figure 13 shows the blocking probability of silver connections for different network
loads and topologies. The results demonstrate that SS and QNS schemes offer the
lowest blocking probably; whereas for high loads the EBS scheme presents the
highest blocking probability. This is due to the fact that soft scheduling and quality
of service neutral scheduling schemes tend to protect silver connections against the
greediness of the Greedy scheduling scheme as already mentioned earlier in this
chapter. On the other hand, since the EBS scheme only checks the head of line
requests and ignores the rest of the pending requests, silver requests will end up
eventually being severely penalized for silver requests are most likely to be found
towards the middle part of the queue.
In summary, for the silver blocking probability all of the proposed schemes have a
better performance than the EBS strategy.
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Figure 10: NSFNET: Silver rejection probability for GS, RBS, EBS, SS and QNS based setup
schemes (uppermost); EON: Silver rejection probability for GS,RBS, EBS, SS and QNS based
setup schemes (bottom).
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Finally, Figure 14 compares the performance of the proposed schemes to that of the
EBS in terms of the blocking probability of the bronze requests as a function of the
network load. As already mentioned before, the GS strategy has the merit of
privileging the gold connection setup requests in terms of network access. This
benefit however comes at the expense of bronze requests and this is clearly
reflected through the degraded performance that the bronze requests experienced
under the GS strategy as opposed to the EBS strategy. Conversely, the RBS scheme
offers the lowest blocking probability rate. This is due to the fact that when the large
number of high priority pending connections use up their retrial quota more
bronze connection requests are provisioned into the network. On the other hand, SS
and QNS are better than EBS but worse than RBS at high input load.
As a wrap up, it is clear from the reported results that the SS and QNS setup
strategies present the lowest overall blocking probabilities, and hence the best
performance. The GS presents the lowest blocking probability for the Gold and
Silver service classes and the worst performance for Bronze class of service. In
contrast, the RBS presents the lowest blocking probability for bronze connection
setup request and the worst performance for Gold and Silver connection requests.
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Figure 11: NSFNET: Bronze rejection probability for GS, RBS, EBS, SS and QNS based
setup schemes (uppermost); EON: Bronze rejection probability for GS,RBS, EBS, SS and
QNS based setup schemes (bottom).
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3.6

Changing Buffer Size:

The overall performance of the network can be enhanced further by increasing the
buffer size of the EDF Queue.
Figures 15-17 show the different classes of service with the corresponding blocking
probability whenever the buffer size is varied between 10 waiting places and 40
waiting places.
The results show that increasing the buffer size of the EBS-based strategy will
reduce the blocking probability of the Silver and Bronze connection setup. However,
this will come at the expense of higher blocking probability for Gold connection
requests. In fact having a bigger buffer space allows for the accommodation of a
larger number of low priority connections which would eventually end up
obstructing the advancement of high priority connections in the queue. This effect is
not as pronounced in the case of lower priority connections since their bigger
associated deadlines allow them to survive such an obstruction and to get
established prior to deadline mismatch.
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Figure 12: NSFNET: Gold rejection probability for EBS with buffer size ranging from 10 to 40

Figure 13: NSFNET: Silver rejection probability for EBS with buffer size ranging from 10 to 40
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Figure 14: NSFNET: Bronze rejection probability for EBS with buffer size ranging from 10 to 40

Figures18-20 compare the blocking probability of the different classes of service for
the SS strategy when the queue buffer size is varied. Similarly to the EBS
observation, increasing the buffer size will eventually lower the blocking probability
of the Silver and Bronze connection requests at the expense of the Gold requests.
However the overall blocking probability in each class of service for SS is much less
than that observed in the case of EBS. Thus the overall blocking probability of SS is
lower than EBS with the increasing buffer size. (Fig 21)
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Figure 15: NSFNET: Gold rejection probability for SS with buffer size ranging from 10 to 40

Figure 16: NSFNET: Silver rejection probability for SS with buffer size ranging from 10 to 40
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Figure 17: NSFNET: Bronze rejection probability for SS with buffer size ranging from 10 to 40

Figure 21: NSFNET: Overall Blocking Probability between SS and EBS (Buffer size=40)
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Chapter 4

Conclusion and future work
This work proposes to improve the performance of the traditional EDF-based
setup strategy studied in the open literature by making it event-driven and by
having it serve more pending setup requests. The main idea behind the improved
version lies in triggering the setup of pending connection requests upon the arrival
of new connection requests and the departure of existing ones. This increases the
likelihood that a pending setup request gets established before its associated
deadline reaches 0, that is, before a deadline mismatch occurs. The other feature
that characterizes the proposed event-driven scheme is its ability to provision larger
numbers of pending setup requests per arrival/departure event relative to the
traditional EDF-based setup scheme. Performance analysis of the event-driven
connection setup strategy was carried out by simulation so as to measure its impact
on the quality of service perceived by the end clients. In the context the simulation
study, the performance of the event-driven EDF-based setup approach was also
compared to that of multiple other benchmark schemes, including the traditional
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EDF-based setup scheme. The obtained simulation results proved that event-driven
EDF-based setup has the upper hand when it comes to rejection probability
improvement. Moreover, the simulation results showed that the proposed strategy
supports quality of service differentiation while reducing the blocking probability of
the incoming connection requests. This was affirmed by the ability of the proposed
scheme to reduce the overall blocking probability while privileging high priority
clients with respect to network access. The work was extended and several
enhancements to the EDF based scheme were introduced through the so-called GS,
RBS, SS, RRS and QNS setup strategies. The simulation results showed that, once
again, we were able to reduce the overall blocking probability of the network. The
proposed schemes supported quality of service differentiation as follows. The GS
scheme was found to favor high priority setup request when it comes to connection
provisioning (mainly the Gold ones) while the SS and the QNS schemes reduced the
blocking probability experienced by lower priority requests (mainly the bronze
ones). Finally, we investigated the impact of varying the buffer size of the EDF queue
on the quality of service perceived by end users. The obtained results showed a
significant improvement in the overall blocking probability when the buffer size is
increased.
Possible future directions include the study of dynamic scheduling schemes
whereby the system adapts in real time to both connection requirements and
network state. For instance, in the case of the RBS scheme, the number of retrials
can be assigned and then changed on the fly based on network state.
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